each case is the variety of cultural work she accomplishes? How does Tarpeia help Rome negotiate its own changing ideas of itself, and help outsiders situate themselves in relation to the empire? Welch is at ease with the contradictions in the evidence-for example, that traitors were thrown from the Tarpeian rock, while the tomb of Tarpeia was a place of veneration. Welch mines such paradoxes in order to illuminate the internal tensions traversing Roman and non-Roman views of individual and state, gender and ethnicity, the risk and benefits to Rome posed both by its "insiders" and its "outsiders."
Chapter 1 lays out in broad terms the dyadic categories of thought that guide Welch's analysis by detailing Tarpeia's affinities with Medea, Helen, Ariadne and other "traitorous women" (e.g., woman as exploiting a weakness / herself being a weakness). This introductory chapter elucidates the conceptual constants that punctually reappear across these myths of perfidious women, constants that portray Woman as simultaneously same and other in relation to the paradigmatic human subject, Man. This gendered contrast becomes a useful conceptual tool when historical crises (such as civil war and its aftermath) besiege identities collective and individual, forcing their renegotiation.
Within the rest of Part 1, Chapters 2 and 3 are devoted respectively to the historians Fabius Pictor and Lucius Calpurnius Piso Frugi. Welch unfolds how Tarpeia functions in the context of the civil wars of the Republic's last century, wars that vexed Roman control of the Italian peninsula. As Welch shows, Pictor's Tarpeia reflects Roman anxieties about the problematic Italic tribes who disputed Rome's hegemony, tribes who resemble the "greedy, deceptive" Hannibalic invaders of the previous centuries' Punic Wars. Did the other states only join Rome in the hope of gain, and not out of any fundamental loyalty to, or understanding of, what it meant to be Roman or to belong to Rome? The willingness-and ability-of Pictor's Sabines to use gold to tempt Tarpeia into betrayal points to Rome's uneasiness about external and internal avidity. Sumptuary laws such as the Lex Oppia indicate worry about competitive and ultimately divisive displays of wealth harming Rome. Pictor's greedy invaders and equally greedy traitor raise the question, who exactly is worthy to join Rome / be Roman?
Part 2 takes the discussion into the late Republic. Welch looks at texts from Varro (Caesar's contemporary), Livy (under Augustus), and Valerius Maximus (under Tiberius). In Chapter 4 she argues for an analogy between Varro's Tarpeia and Julius Caesar, insofar as each was an anomaly who later became a regularized pattern for the future. The complexity of Tarpeia's multiple roles-woman, Vestal, traitor, Roman-reflects the way in which Julius Caesar equally exceeds the categories that had hitherto defined Roman elite manhood. His enemies link his refusal to conform to political and social norms to sexual transgression (e.g., effeminacy, promiscuity). Caesar confounds them by embracing the charges, thus overturning the traditional, elite standards they represent. His existence establishes a new pattern-not for all Romans, but for the putative Übermensch worthy to be emperor.
Chapter 5 focuses upon Livy's Tarpeia-less a woman, than a process personified. Welch sees Livy's stories of Tarpeia and the Sabine brides as reflecting how women crucially knit together communities via marriage: Tarpeia is the wrong way to do that, the Sabine women the right way. Nonetheless, Livy's account of Tarpeia is no simple morality tale. Rather, the wide array of motives his different cited sources use to explain her betrayal makes her belonging to Rome or her betrayal of it impossible to ascertain. That ambiguity reflects women's status as both objects of male contemplation, and as subjects who must negotiate their own discernment. More broadly, that dual status linked to Rome's foundation exemplifies the slippery process by which subjects both male and female attain, or miss, inclusion in the Roman community. Chapter 6 focuses on Propertius' rendering of Tarpeia's story. Propertius famously attributes her betrayal to erotic love at the same time as he adopts Varro's innovation upon the tradition, her status as Vestal Virgin. Welch sees this as a reflection of the concerns crystallized in the Augustan measures (including moral legislation) that regulated individual behavior as a means of establishing social stability. Propertius' Tarpeia is convinced that her betrayal will be a felix culpa, her marriage to the Sabine commander knit together the warring Romans and Sabines. She thus becomes the site of a conflict between one person's idea of belonging to Rome and the way the state understands that belonging.
Chapter 7 concentrates upon Valerius Maximus, whose account of Tarpeia in Facta ac dicta memorabilia reduces Tarpeia's multiple, more-or-less comprehensible motives of greed or love to one offense: perfidia, a concept he signally refuses to define. Welch links the all-encompassing vagueness of this term to the fall of Sejanus, whom Valerius explicitly condemns. Valerius' villainous Sejanus illustrates imperial Rome's transition to a society in which violence against the Emperor trumps all other vices. Valerius' Tarpeia delineates the Roman world as ab origine one in which belonging to Rome meant loyalty to the ruler almost as sole definition.
In Part 3, Welch turns from Roman writers to an array of Hellenistic Greek authors grappling with Roman identity from outside it, writers who probe the interrelationship between their elite Greek audiences and Romans under the Roman Empire.
Chapters 8, 9, and 10 respectively address Tarpeia's appearance in a fragmentary elegy of Simylus, Dionysius of Halicarnassus' Roman Antiquities, and Plutarch's Romulus. Welch argues that Simylus' poem engages the question of how an increasingly marginalized Greece fit into a world centered on Rome. His Tarpeia, like Propertius', acts from erotic motives, but admits the Gauls rather than the Sabines to Rome. The Gauls had fought the Greeks and then the Romans, so that Simylus' modification to the myth unites the latter two as historical enemies to a common foe. However, the wider problem of admitting strangers also preoccupied Simylus' contemporary Hellenistic audience. The opening up of the world to travel and migration undermined Greeks' ties to a strong polis-centered identity; mobility thus placed new pressures on Greek kinship and marriage to anchor identity. Tarpeia's attempt to arrange her own marriage reflects the redoubled anxieties about, and hopes for, kinship and marriage as instruments of collective and individual self-definition.
Chapter 9 focuses upon Dionysius' use of language as an instrument that can negotiate a common identity, or carve a cultural rift. He exploits the ambiguity of words-the way in which a common word can point to two different meanings-as the lynch-pin of Tarpeia's betrayal, both in the subjective and objective senses of that phrase. The Sabines can take advantage of her only because she understands what they have promised her differently from their cunning re-interpretation of it. The Sabines willfully construe as their weapons her requested reward for her betrayal-"what you have on your arms"-instead of their opulent gold bracelets. Yet her betrayal, and theirs, together break the stalemate between Romans and Sabines, ultimately unifying the two warring tribes-imperfectly. Similarly, while Dionysius' Roman Antiquities regularly blurs the distinction between Greek and Roman identities, it nonetheless adumbrates anxiety over whether the bridges to be drawn between these identities unify, or merely deceive.
Chapter 10, the final full chapter, analyzes Plutarch's Romulus. Plutarch's Tarpeia episode grapples with the kind of leadership needed to unite dominions. Plutarch's Tatius, Tarpeia and the Sabines all can be seen as precursors of Rome's client kings and other potentially problematic subjects. Romulus and Tatius both must decide how to deal with a traitor when the betrayal is beneficial. Their shrewd reactions to Tarpeia's treason exemplify Rome's skillful management of its delicate relationship with those on its margins. Plutarch's paired depiction of Theseus shows no such beneficial outcome to Greece's mythical struggles with females and invaders, exemplified by its Amazonomachies. The Greeks do not take advantage of a woman's (Hippolyte/Antiope) wavering loyalties to unite Greeks and Amazons. To the contrary, the Greeks themselves cannot muster internal unity from these wars: the Greek world cannot even agree on where the Amazons are buried, since each city claims the honor. By contrast, Rome has only one Tarpeian rock. Plutarch's divergent outcomes to the stories of the Amazons and of Tarpeia advance a pro-Roman agenda. The Greek city-states' bickering over their defining past exemplifies Greece's inability to manage its own multiplicity. Romans' agreement on its founding details (at least as far as topography is concerned) indicates that its ability to orchestrate substantial unity secured its imperial power.
A short conclusion rounds off the book. Extending briefly her meditations on Tarpeia's myth as a field for negotiating identity and community, Welch speculates on why the most vigorous analyses of the girl's story in the twentieth and twenty-first centuries have emerged in the wake of dramatic social conflict. G. Dumézil's Tarpeia: Essais de philologie comparative indo-européenne (1947) and Z. Gansiniec's Tarpeia: The Making of Myth (1949) both appear in post-World War II Europe. The next monograph devoted to Tarpeia, Welch's own, arrives more than six decades later to colder conflict, but to similar tensions between the national interests paradoxically haunting "globalization." Welch makes a convincing case that Tarpeia continues to be "good to think with," engaging minds baffled by such questions as: "who are we in the world? Who are they? What do we have in common with others, and what keeps us separate?" (288). Welch's adroit examination from so many different methodological perspectives of one Roman myth's answers is an approach one hopes will be applied to other Roman tales.
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DuKe univerSity e-mail: mjanan@duke.edu aMy ruSSell. Amy Russell's The Politics of Public Space in Republican Rome explicitly locates itself within the current scholarly conversation on the role and importance of "space," as both a stage for action and an actor in and of itself, and explores what Russell suggests was a constant renegotiation of "public" and "private" space within the Roman mind. As anyone familiar with the literary evidence from the late Roman Republic will know, the ideas of "public" and "private" represented an important dichotomy for Roman authors of various genres to use and play upon. However, the actual meaning of these words has always been somewhat ambiguous. Russell unpacks the terms publicus and privatus in Chapter 2 of the book in detail, elucidating the problems with using these words as well as their common English translations. Although typically used in opposition to each other, Russell demonstrates that a conclusive definition of these terms must remain elusive. An elite house, for instance, could be seen as a "public" building-as a symbol of the wealth and power of a public figure, as a base of political control, and a meeting place for clients and allies. However, it was also unequivocally "private"-functioning as a family residence, subject to personal choices and whims, and usually privately owned. As a result, despite the desire of many Roman authors (and later scholars) to characterize a given space with a single identity, at least at a given time, Russell argues that these definitions were neither absolute nor firmly established. Indeed, in the model presented in this volume, the concepts of "public" and "private" space in Rome were both fundamentally flexible and adaptive and existed, not so much as end points on a spectrum but (as Russell suggests by introducing relationships with concepts like "sacred" and "profane") as something akin to nodes within a network. In this framework these concepts seemed to work alongside each other, and other spatial concepts, within a mutually agreed upon negotiation. Each space inside the Roman mind was located somewhere within this network and had its identity constantly redefined by its changing relationship with the various points. In this interpretation, no space was either wholly "private" or wholly "public" (although they could
